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More students smoking on campus

Survey shows continued rise in tobacco product use among first-year students

By Mike Rainsford

If you’ve noticed more cigarette smoke in the air lately, you are not alone. Both on campus and socially, more college students are smoking. More teenagers et al before are smoking today.

The Core Alcohol and Drug Survey, which polled apprehensions at the university last spring, showed that 46 percent of those surveyed used tobacco in the previous year.

Clintons proposes to increase aid to combat rising tuitions

By JULIA HIMSTON

Students could benefit from President Bill Clinton’s proposed new merit scholarships, expansion of Pell Grants and tax deductions for college tuitions.

State of the Union address Feb. 4, Clinton outlined a plan that would benefit high school students, as well as college students. The plan would offer a $1,000 merit scholarship for every high school graduate, for a total of 325,000 scholarships.

Phillips said he thinks the new policies will have an impact on students who would consider applying to the university and public schools, and that the money for these scholarships would increase every year.

“I think there’s a real possibility that we could be making a significant impact,” Phillips said.

“Clinton also proposed the tax credit up to $2,500 for each of the first two years of post-secondary education. Students qualifying to receive the tax credit must keep a B average and remain drug-free throughout high school and their first year of college. This would reduce the debt of Pell Grant recipients would be limited to $10,000.

“Concern over the steady rise of tuition at a pace that is twice that of inflation over the past two years, has increased with the increase in Pell Grant scholarships and the growth of Pell Grant awards, and the $1,000 scholarship for every high school graduate, is a good step towards saving the non-smoking generation,” Clinton added.

“Tuition for the core curriculum at the university is $1,000, in theory, and that amount alone is $10,000. This is the only plan for higher education that is more realistic than the current plan,” Phillips said.
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SG creates recognition award

By Katie Converse

In a move to recognize students who have contributed to the campus and to the Academic community, the Student Government passed a bill at its weekly meeting that would establish a recognition award for students.

The bill, introduced by Matt Coleman, who is a part of the Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, would create a recognition for students who are involved in campus organizations and events. The award would be given to students who have contributed to the campus and bettered the campus life.

Matt Coleman, a senior, said that the award is meant to recognize students who have contributed to the campus and bettered the campus life.

Alumnius to speak on experiences

Our Own Dr. Bruce Brown from

As a part of Black History Month, the Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, the Student Affairs office, the history department, Campus Ministries and the Office of Multicultural Affairs are bringing alumnus Ed Reynolds, ’64, from his current teaching position at the University of California at San Diego to speak on his experiences.

Tuition

In addition, 8,410 students were funded by the SCSF. The association is the policy arm of the 57 private colleges and universities in the state. The tuition bill, which is based on the number of students attending private institutions of higher learning, is a function of enrollment at these institutions.

Do you have... ASTHMA??

We need non-smokers with mild asthma, and no other chronic illnesses, who are interested in participating in research studies.

These studies will involve blood collection and collection of airway secretions.

Eligible subjects will be compensated.

Please call 716-4004

Leave a message and we will return your call.

Section on Pulmonary & Critical Care Medicine

Bowman Gray School of Medicine
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Controller retires, financial aid director leaves for new position

By Patricia M. Wells

CHICAGO - An independent franchise group planning to offer a new $55 price on the Big Mac sandwich to 55 cents. The special price will only affect sandwiches purchased along with a drink and fries. A Wendy's spokesperson said that the competition will affect franchises, some of them are planning to offer a similar price to customers who are concerned about the rising prices.

We built this city...

Campus construction continues with the building of the chiller plant near Facilities Management.

Intramural Announcements

Inttramural Core, Men's and Women's Softball

Registration begins Sunday, March 3 and ends Friday, March 7. Sign your team up early to avoid being placed on the waiting list.

How would you like to write: WorldWides?
Call Ext. 5280

Intramural Team Tennis
4 person teams - 2 singles players and a doubles team.
Entry deadline is Friday, March 7

Team Golf Tournament
Saturday, March 22 - 4 person teams.
Entry deadline is Friday, March 7.

Racquet Extravaganza
Saturday, March 1. Register 1/2 hour before each scheduled event:
2 pm: Singles Badminton
4 pm: Singles Racquetball
6 pm: Doubles Tennis
Gym 403, Reynolds Gymnasium

Softball Uniforms Needed
Introductory Meeting: Monday, March 24
Rm 208 Reynolds Gym 4 pm

Congratulations and Many Thanks
for another successful
Brian Piccolo Cancer Fund Drive
$33,100

Lead Groups & Activities:
* Kappa Sigma - Football Run
* Kappa Kappa Gamma - Kappa Kaddies
* Alpha Sigma Phi - Run with the Deacs
* Chi Omega - Honor Your Scholar

Other Group Participants:
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Delta Sigma Phi
Kappa Alpha
Pi Alpha Kappa
Sigma Chi
Sigma Pi
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Nu
Theta Chi
Chi Psi
Lambda Chi Alpha

Special Thanks to the Piccolo Steering Committee and Brandon Dunlop and Caroline Butler, Student Co-chairs
Jones
From Page A1

Stern was talking exactly the way he does at a university committee. "I assigned courses more efficiently at the university than at the university," he said. "I was impressed that he had said it, even in informal ways, had been part of his whole life, and be part of everyone's whole life," said John Friedenberg, the assistant provost of the school. "He was talking exactly the way that he talks about the courses at the university," Friedenberg said. "He was talking exactly the way that he talks about the courses at the university."
**Americans must atone for slavery**

J. ION PALMER

Grant Colwell

...the recent example of the Transylvanian Americans and people of African descent. African Americans were awarded $211 million for damage and property lost just for instantiating World War II. The Supreme Court, on May 30, 2000, rejected the Black American claim in a 9-0 opinion. The Court found that Americans were not masters of African slaves and had no right to make reparations from Africa. The last argument is that reparations should not be one-sided. But it was not non-reparations, for according to the Black American perspective, the only way to show reparations is to make the same reparations that were done to African slaves.

In light of the recent passage of Proposition 209, which is being challenged by the American Civil Liberties Union, it is impossible to make reparations to African-American students. It is impossible to make reparations to African-American students for the 200 years of slavery that is being challenged.
Joni Iwata is the director of the Benson University Center.

I do not agree with the statement that "the power of the people is the only reality." I believe that we need a combination of individual action and collective action to effect meaningful change. Individual actions, such as voting and writing letters to the editor, can raise awareness and put pressure on institutions. Collective actions, such as protests and boycotts, can put economic pressure on those who are not acting in the public interest. Both are necessary for meaningful change to occur.

Regarding the specific situation mentioned, I believe that the individuals involved should be held accountable for their actions. It is not appropriate to make assumptions about their motives or intentions without evidence. I encourage all parties to engage in open and honest dialogue to address any issues that may have arisen.

Joni Iwata
**Penn State**

 src: CORE Alcohol & Drug Survey.

Sponsored by: Golden Key Honor Society & Health Education Office.

---

**Just The Facts**

* 61% of college students report having zero binge drinking episodes in the past two weeks.

---

**Classifieds**

**TOP BOYS SPORTS CAMP IN MAINE**

Car is on college, no exceptions! Must have good grades, skills in Hands, and above average. OPENING: Baseball, Basketball, Soccer, Tennis, Golf, Football, Track & Field, Field Hockey, Rugby, Coaching & Playing Wall.联系电话：(800) 123-4567.

---

**HAMPS FOR THE SUMMER**

Camping: Beach, Summer Sports, Camp on Longest Beach! Great Lavish Early School! Amazing for Land & Water Sports, Art, Transportation. Visit: www.ourcamp.com

---

**GRIMSBORO REHAB/ WILSON-SALISBURY/ CHARLOTTE 704-238-3456**

Summer earnings $15,000-$20,000. To speak with a camp director, call 1-800-647-5401.

---

**ALL LOCATIONS**

TOP PAID

600 BLEDS AND SUBLIMITY FREE STREETS CALL: (800) 945-4387

---

**Los Angeles, CA**

CALL: (800) 945-4387

---

**LOW PAY!**

For Year-round Employment, include: Athletics, Marketing, Internships. Call: (800) 945-4387

---

**HORSEBACK RIDING, SUMMER CAMP**

Contact Nancy Simms-Caukin at 1-800-499-8499 Ext. 910-768-7705 (We are a research and publishing company).

---

**LEARN TO SKYDIVE!**

CALL: (800) 945-4387

---

**FREE STUDENT GOVERNMENT FELLOWSHIP PROGRAMS**

From private and government funding sources.

---

**FACILITIES**

Awesome Facilities, Rm! Bld/Lndry, $1,000.

---

**INTERVIEWING ON CAMPUS**

**College on the Horizon**

Earn $$$ to help pay for college. Call: (800) 325-3396.
Rutland notched only four second half to bolster the Deacon effort. "It proved," Head Coach Dave Odom said, "I don't think we played great basketball today."

"For our team to come up here and win like this speaks volumes about our desire to play well. We had to take a step back toward winning this weekend," Odom said. The Deacons moved the Citadel tournament to 71-61 in all career and the Senior Day at the Coliseum ultimately proved to pivotman was.

Completing Duncan's only two points of the first half against the Cavaliers was Malloy, who administered to a right shoulder injury and sat out the second half. Duncan finished with 22 points, 14 rebounds, and notched eight of his tallies in Paint Your Performance by Malloy. Malloy hit three round-}

The two-guard's fourth quarter came with one of his better play-making games of the season, though his ball-handling was shaky at the outset. Duncan's first assist hit Alex, McCallam to start a three on three to build the lead to 22-13. Duncan finished with 16 points, while Brinson netting 11 and Quality right. Odom pointed to 16 points, while Brinson netting 11 and Quality right.

The Deacons dominated on the offensive end with 45-39 in the second half and 66-46 late in the game. Duncan came within one assist of a triple-double Tuesday night in leading the Deacons to a 71-55 win over Georgia Tech in its final home contest of the season.

The game was the final contest in Joel Center Coliseum for Deacons' senior Rutland, Ricky Peral, Joe Allen, Scott,senior, and Brian Burch. Rutland's story was retired after the game. As has been the case throughout the season, the Deacons' fortunes followed a path similar to that of their perimeter players. Rutland finished with 10 points, while Brinson netting 11 and Quality right. Odom pointed to 16 points, while Brinson netting 11 and Quality right.

"It is a good game for him, and certainly one of his best games in a while," Odom said. The Deacons dominated on the offensive end with 45-39 in the second half and 66-46 late in the game. Duncan came within one assist of a triple-double Tuesday night in leading the Deacons to a 71-55 win over Georgia Tech in its final home contest of the season.
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Deacon Notes

**Tennis warms Cheese State with two victories**

Deacons beat Ole Miss and South Carolina, drop close match to No. 9 Arizona at Neutral event

Deacons played exceptionally well in Deacon victory over Ole Miss, 3-2, and downed South Carolina, 2-1. In a close match, the Deacons beat the No. 9 Arizona Wildcats, 3-2. The victory over Ole Miss was the first of the season for the Deacons, as they are now 1-0 in conference play. The loss to Arizona was the first of the season for the Wildcats, as they are now 0-1 in conference play.

**Basketball Contest Week Six**

**Winner receives a $40 gift certificate to the Diamond Back Grill**

**Circle the winning team in each game (home team in caps)**

- Wake Forest at Clemson at Florida State
- Wofford at Maryland at UNC
- Georgia at Duke at Virginia
- Pittsburgh at Xavier at Marquette
- Washington at Houston at Arizona

**Tiebreaker: Total points scored in the Wake Forest vs. Florida State game**

- Name: P.O. Box
- Phone: 919-227-8998

Return to Benson 518 Mail Pouch (Double Doors) by midnight Friday

(Opponent entry person, please!)

---

**ACC Tournament Action & NCAA March Madness Headquarters!**

**FROM THE DIAMOND GRILL DINNER SPECIALS CALL FOR RESERVATIONS**

**100" WIDE SCREEN T.V.**

**BURGERS • NACHOS • OYSTERS • SANDWICHES • WIDE VARIETY COLD BOTTLE & DRAFT BEER**

- Steamed Oysters & Shrimp 6 T.V.s in All
- Stone Fireplace 10% discount with WFU I.D.

Saturday - Tuesday, 6 p.m. - midnight

**BBQ!**

- Dinner & Late Night!!!

- 5 minutes from campus
- All ABC permits
- Open since 1989
- 751 Avalon Road (910) 722-0006

Since 1988
Hoosters fall in final home game

By BRAD MCAYE

In their home game of the season against the Wolfpack, the Deacons came out with a dominating performance, extending their losing streak to 14. The Deacons had 17 turnovers, but the Wolfpack's defense made it tough for them in the final four minutes of the game. Melvin, who had scored for the 17-12 lead, hit a driving lay-up from the right side, going to the locker room. With 1:16 left in the game, senior Lind-Downs had a three-pointer to close the Deacons to 17-12.

The Deacons started the game solid and finished with an attack. Melvin went to the field, while the Wolfpack maintained their lead, scoring for the Pack. The Deacons battled back with an attack. Melvin went back in, but the Wolfpack maintained their lead. With a shot in the half, freshman

Alisha Mosley replaced the crowd with a three-pointer. Sophomores
Melvin and Colleen gave an encore performance of Melvin and Colleen. But the other three pointer with eight seconds left was taken by Demitria McNeely of the Wolfpack.

Both Colleen and Mosley were in for four from the perimeter in the final two minutes of the game. The Deacons finished out the half with 17 percent shooting from the field. The Deacons were in the locker room with eight points for the Deacons as they headed into the locker room. The Deacons attacked with an attack, Melvin scored four points in the first four minutes of the half.

The team shot 88.9 percent of the players.
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Much more than just an ACC phenomenon

Timothy Theodore Duncan

By LAUREN PARKER and EMILY BREWER

When the country hears the name Tim Duncan, they probably think of double-doubles, dunks and标志性的投篮. The 7' 6" tall center, who has made basketball history by averaging a double-double for 10 years, is one of the most lowest-key athletes in America. Do you know the man behind the tattoos and the gold chain? If you don't, this article is your introduction.

Duncan, a senior, may be the most famous student at the University of Texas at San Antonio, but he doesn't want to be considered so different. "I'm just like everyone else," he said.

He admits the facts have a special talent devoted to basketball, but "that's just how everyone is," he said. "Everyone has something different and special about them."

His celebrity status has not caused him to feel that he is a student of the sport. He is different from his peers on campus, he said, "I don't do all that. It's all the same."

Although some may argue that when he's on campus, he does come across the country to do very well at an international level. There is a private side to Duncan, one that the camera just can't capture -- he causes them to not lie. He can keep his private life private, he said.

"I don't think you have to know everything, not just who I am thinking, I just want to give who I am more than just who I want to give," he said.

And he doesn't mean about the campus or what everyone thinks about him. After all, he's not out to prove himself on the road of the world.

"I don't care about a player of the year," he said. "I came to prove myself."

And if there's any indication of fame, it's certainly undeniable.

Looking ahead to the NBA

While many other athletes are winning and declared by corporate stats as the next best thing, they make their professional plans. Duncan is a normal college student, his March 26, 2002, in San Antonio. And Duncan said that he has join the NBA. "I just want to be productive and be a good player at the same time."

In just a few short days after the 2002 NBA Draft, Duncan was the 5th pick overall for the San Antonio Spurs. The Spurs had a lot of things to do, and that's just how we do it." He said.

Duncan practices living life techniques in his swimming class. In addition to swimming, he has three other cheers for him and the team, "He did a lot of things with the team and was never stressed."
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Duncan in his last semester at school, Duncan has a full course load, including a beginning swimming class. Before he started playing basketball in a high school, he was a basketball player. He's still trying to learn the sport, he said.

"I'm not good at swimming," Duncan said. "I want to own a home, but I don't like to go to new places a whole lot."

Duncan said that he likes to eat most anything. "I don't have any can't-miss things, just want to be productive and be a good player at the same time."

Duncan practices living life techniques in his swimming class. In addition to swimming, he has three other cheers for him and the team, "He did a lot of things with the team and was never stressed."

"I'm just a little bit of a different show," Duncan said. "I don't enjoy winter too much." he said.

And as basketball means he can often be found in the locker room, supporting the Spurs basketball player.

"I'm going to change a whole lot. You have to be yourself," he said.

If his attitude now is any indication, he will not allow the NBA to change him. "I'm going to change a whole lot. You have to be yourself," he said.

"We have to be ourselves" Duncan practices living life techniques in his swimming class. In addition to swimming, he has three other cheers for him and the team, "He did a lot of things with the team and was never stressed."

"I'm a little bit different," he said. "I want to do things my way, not the way they want me to do."

Duncan said that he takes his relationship with fresh-
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Alvin Ailey Repertory Ensemble tightens communication bonds
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Dance is unique among the fine arts in that it contains infinite subtleties and artistic connotations in one discipline. The university community was fortunate to experience the intensity and inspiration of what Alvin Ailey Repertory Ensemble presented when they performed Alvin Ailey’s masterworks at Field House last week.
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Erykah Badu produces R- and B-

**By Kevin Robinson**

Into an R- and B-industry overcome by a seemingly endless parade of soundtrack songs, trip hop, and dance-rap pop, R&B diva Erykah Badu’s release of her latest album, **ABUNDANCE** (Atlantic Records), provides jazz, soul, and hip hop fans alike with a much-needed introduction to the new scene. 

All songs and lyrics are written by Badu. Her first single, “On Cloud 9,” is based on the cryptic lyrics of a natural high that preceded unromantic gentle beats. Listen to “I’ll Be the Thief” in this image. This call to our woman’s emotional side has become the key to the song. It will be the same message in the future. The release of the latest album of the queen showcases a different theme from the previous albums, with “Lil Keke” providing the requisite to a lady who has a whole new game. When the song is over, I know I’ll be a woman of many words. I will be able to change the words and the voice. 

One of the most interesting elements I enjoyed about this album was the effortless weave Badu combines an old school Billie Holiday blues and soul sound with the philosophy of contemporary African-American culture. Whether representing her “clique” or her “deep, not extroverted” self, the words are always found to be kept in her real.
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**Festival**

**From Page B5**

of complex family relationships, was the most emotionally tiring of the triad of productions. *The Butterfly/* showed that many emotional responses have a place in the struggle of emotional response have a place in the struggle.

Where: Wait Chapel

**Ailey**

**From Page B5**

...defining to see one people’s history rendered with such passion and grace.

Ailey’s *Revelations* showed that many forms of expression have a place in the struggle. A person need not always oppose and “hurry” others. This is not to say the show was just “black folks.”

One is as a show about gender roles and concepts of manhood.

The Ailey Ailey dance experience is, finally, elastic. The mood that the ensemble engendered long after the audience left the stage.

**CALENDAR**

To have your event listed, and mail to P.O. Box 7349, e-mail arts@wfu.edu or fax at 703-999.

**ON CAMPUS**

Exhibits

From the Museums of Natural History. The natural history exhibits at all four North Carolina museums. When: Through March 1. Where: Museum of Anthropology

Cost and Info: Free. Ext. 5306

Thursday, April 8: The first of the four will feature

Lenny R. Byrd: A collection of five or six images of the first time he saw the Moulin Rouge. When: Through March 27. Where: Sarah Enns Art Gallery

Cost and Info: Free. Ext. 5306

Movies


Music

Second Annual Series. Band of the *Chamber Orchestra of the State*. Perform various pieces from Mozart, Beethoven, Mahler, and Brahms.

When: Fri., Sat., and Sun.

Where: High: Ext. 5306

**CONFIRMATION THAT YOU ARE NOT IN A FOUR STAR RESTAURANT...**

**Non Sequitur by Wiley**

**HISTORICAL LANDMARKS**

**Downtown Roanoke: A Brief History of the 20th Century**

**G0805 Wiley Miller/ Disc. by Washington Post Writers Group**

E-mail: wiley@wiley.com

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wiley